Abstract. We provide a comprehensive analytic study of the application of Buchert's scalar averaging formalism to spherically symmetric Lemaître-TolmanBondi dust solutions, with averaging domains given as spherical comoving regions containing a symmetry center. We prove, rigorously, that negative spatial curvature and vanishing energy density in the radial asymptotic range together constitute a sufficient condition for the existence of an "effective" acceleration that would mimic the effect of dark energy in the context of this formalism. This result is valid also for negatively curved regular domains that contain an inner region with positive curvature undergoing local collapse. For regular domains with asymptotic positive spatial curvature, the conditions for this effective acceleration are more restrictive, but might be fulfilled if this curvature and the energy density rapidly decrease away from the center and vanish asymptotically. Negatively curved domains and models are much more likely to admit an effective acceleration of a repulsive nature for a wider class of radial profiles of the energy density and the expansion scalar, and thus should be favored in astrophysical and cosmological applications of this averaging formalism.
Introduction.
The possibility that observations could be influenced by diferent ways of coarse graining and averaging of dust inhomogeneities provides a number of popular alternative explanations for cosmic acceleration found in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Among these theoretical proposals, the spatial averaging formalism developed by Buchert [7] and co-workers considers the "effective" acceleration of a repulsive nature, which might arise from the so-called "back-reaction" terms that emerge by rewriting scalar evolution equations in terms of spatial averages of matter-energy density and the expansion scalar. See [8] for a comprehensive review of this formalism and [9] for further discussion. For alternative proposals on averaging inhomogeneities, see [10, 11] .
Unfortunately, whether based on Buchert's formalism or not, it is technically challenging to calculate in practice coarse grained observational parameters or backreaction terms for general non-linear inhomogeneus or "realistic" conditions. Hence, besides perturbative approach [12] and idealized spacetimes [13] , proposals that examine cosmic acceleration without dark energy have been discussed or tested for the spherically symmetric Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) class of dust solutions [1, 2, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17] . These models [18, 19] are simple, but general enough, inhomogeneous spacetimes and so are ideal to test the effects of inhomogeneity. See [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] for further discussion on regularity of LTB models and [19] for a comprehensive review.
Several articles among the references in [1, 2, 5, 14, 15] have already considered the application of Buchert's formalism to LTB models. More recently, Paranjape and Singh [16] utilized asymptotic or late time approximations, while Chuang, Gu and Hwang [17] relied on particular cases of exact LTB solutions. These articles apparently signal that a positive effective acceleration can occur under certain conditions (negative curvature and low density). In the present article we enhance and complement this existing literature by looking at this theoretical issue in in full general analytic form, without specializing for particular LTB models, and without perturbations or approximations. Specifically: we examine in detail sufficient conditions for a nonnegative back-reaction term, Q ≥ 0, as well the possible existence of an effective repulsive acceleration A eff ≥ 0 in those cases previously found to comply with Q ≥ 0. We have summarized these results in Table 1 , for the benefit of those readers who wish to see them before going into the technical detail. Also, section 11 provides a final assessment and discussion of these results, relating back-reaction to spatial curvature and to a binding energy functional that can be defined in a covariant manner [25] . In fact, the results of this article provide solid, though model-dependent, support for the relation suggested by Wiltshire [30] between back-reaction, quasi-local energy and binding energy.
We summarize now the section by section contents of the article. We present in section 2 the basic parameters and properties of LTB models, including their covariant objects and fluid flow evolution equations [26, 27, 28, 29] . Section 3 provides a rigorous definition of the spatial averaging functional, as well as other mathematical objects (auxiliary and quasi-local functions) that will be needed in subsequent sections. The evolution equations for averaged scalars in Buchert's formalism, including the backreaction term Q and its associated effective acceleration A eff , are given in section 4. In section 5 we lay the basic theoretical grounds for discussing sufficient conditions for Q ≥ 0. In section 6 we discuss the possibility that relevant scalars might not be monotonous functions in the radial direction, thus discussing the conditions (14)- (15) . Turning values are discussed in section 6. The parameters r 1 , r 2 and a depend on the profiles of F and Θ for each case and are given in the proofs of the Propositions. In elliptic domains the regularity conditions strongly constrain the profiles of F , and so conditions stated in the table might fail to hold (see section 8 and Appendix A). Sufficient conditions for A ≥ 0 are discussed in Propositions 11 and 12 in section 10. for their "turning values" (TV's). The sufficient conditions for Q ≥ 0 are then examined in sections 7, 8 and 9 for averaging domains in various LTB configurations, according to their standard classification ("parabolic", "hyperbolic", "elliptic" and mixed elliptic/hyperbolic) and to the presence of TV's of various scalars. In section 10 we examine the fulfillment of A eff ≥ 0 for those configurations complying with Q ≥ 0, providing an overview and final discussion in section 11. Appendix A summarizes standard regularity conditions of LTB models, Appendix B examines the integration properties of the average functional and the detailed proof of Propositions 7 and 8 are given in Appendix C.
The most relevant result in sections 7, 8 and 9 is the fact that averaging domains always exist in which Q ≥ 0 holds for all regular LTB models whose radial asymptotic range has, either negative spatial curvature ( 3 R < 0 hyperbolic), or radially decaying positive curvature ( 3 R > 0 elliptic models without spherical topology) with sufficiently large gradients 3 R < 0. Since we prove (in section 10) that Q increases monotonically in the radial direction for these cases, then domains will always exist in them for which A eff ≥ 0 holds, as long as the matter-energy density ρ vanishes asymptotically in this direction. This is essentially a sufficient condition for A eff ≥ 0, and it is the most important result of the article, as it provides a robust analytic proof on the compatibility between specific LTB models and the existence of an effective repulsive acceleration in the context of Buchert's formalism.
LTB dust spacetimes.
Lemaitre-Tolman-Bondi (LTB) dust models [18, 19] are the spherically symmetric solutions of Einstein's equations characterized by the LTB line element and the energymomentum tensor
where R = R(t, r), R = ∂R/∂r, F = F(r) ≥ 0 and ρ = ρ(t, r) is the rest-mass energy-density. The field equations reduce tȯ
where κ = 8πG/c 2 , M = M (r) andṘ = u a ∇ a R = ∂R/∂(ct). Standard regularity conditions for these models are discussed in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and summarized in Appendix A. The term F 2 − 1 in (3) is often interpreted as a "binding energy" for comoving dust layers [19, 22, 23] , as (3) is analogous to a Newtonian energy equation. It is important to remark that all quantities in (3)-(4) are are invariant scalars for LTB models: M is the conserved "quasi-local" mass of Misner and Sharp [31, 32, 33, 34] , R is the "area distance", while F can be related in a covariant manner (in spherical symmetry) to a binding energy functional (see section 11 and [25] ).
It is common usage in the literature to classify LTB models for which F 2 − 1 has the same sign in its whole regularity domain as
• F
2 − 1 = 0, or: F = 1, "parabolic" models,
with the equal sign above holding only at a symmetry center. In general, it is possible to consider F 2 − 1 changing sign in its domain, defining LTB models that contain hyperbolic or elliptic domains or "regions" (see [19, 22, 23] ).
Covariant objects
The comoving geodesic 4-velocity u a provides a natural time splitting for (1) which defines the hypersurfaces 3 T (t) orthogonal to u a , marked by constant t, with induced metric h ab = u a u b + g ab . The associated proper spatial volume element is
The basic kinematic parameters in LTB models are the expansion scalar, Θ = ∇ a u a , and the spatial trace-less shear tensor
where
r is the unit vector orthogonal to u a and to the 2-spheres orbits of SO (3) .
Besides ρ in (4), the remaining covariant objects are, 3 R, the Ricci scalar of the 3 T (t) and the electic Weyl tensor
Notice that both σ ab and E ab can be described by the single scalar functions Σ, E in a covariant manner. Equations (4) and (6)-(9) identify the following representation of covariant scalars:
which provides a complete set to characterize the full dynamics of LTB models.
Evolution equations.
The standard technique to deal with LTB dust models is to solve the Friedmanlike field equation (3) for suitably prescribed functions M (r) and F(r) (commonly as a function E = F 2 − 1), using then these solutions to find the remaining relevant quantities that may be required for a specific problem. This procedure has lead to analytic solutions (mostly implicit or parametric) that are well known and have been used abundantly in the literature (see [19] for a comprehensive review).
A different approach to study the dynamics of these models is the "fluid flow" or covariant "1+3" decomposition of Ehlers, Ellis, Bruni, Dunsbury and van Ellst [26, 27, 28, 29] . For LTB models [29] this approach reduces to the evolution equations for the basic covariant scalars (10)
together with the spacelike constraints
and the "Hamiltonian" constraint (analogous to the Friedman equation)
which is an integral of the Raychaudhuri equation (11a).
3. Spatial averages, auxiliary and quasi-local functions.
The covariant time splitting associated with the fluid flow description allows us to introduce an integral spatial averager acting on smooth integrable scalar functions along specific domains in the 3 T (t). We introduce this averager in this section, together with notation conventions and other mathematical objects that will be needed for subsequent sections.
Spherical comoving domains.
Because of their spherical symmetric, the hypersurfaces 3 T (t) can be expressed as the direct product 3 T (t) = ϑ×S 2 , where S 2 are the 2-spheres orbits of SO(3) and the "ray" ϑ is the one-dimensional Riemannian space orthogonal to u a and to the orbits. Taking into account this direct product and assuming the existence of a symmetry center (see Appendix A), we will consider then the following compact comoving regions as natural and generic integration domains
with η[r] ⊂ ϑ parametrized as the closed real interval
where x = 0 marks the symmetry center and r is an arbitrary constant parameter. ‡ It is important to remark that the actual covariant parameter along η[r] is not r, but the proper length
However, as long as r is a well behaved radial coordinate and the metric coefficient g rr (x) fulfills standard regularity conditions [20, 21, 22, 23] (see Appendix A), χ(r) is a smooth (at least C 0 ) monotonous function of r. Thus, we have r 1 < r 2 if and only if χ(r 1 ) < χ(r 2 ) and we also assume that χ → ∞ if and only if r → ∞, which means that we can use in practice r instead of χ in all comparisons between values x ∈ η[r] and different choices of η[r], as they will be equivalent to comparisons between finite proper radial lengths χ from the symmetry center. ‡ At this point, we assume that hypersurfaces 3 T (t) are fully regular. As we discuss in Appendix A, the presence of a collapsing singularity does not invalidate the results of the article. It only requires us to consider simple improper integrals and to restrict appropriately the range η[r]. 
Definition 2. Proper volume average of a scalar. The real number (17) is the "spatial average of A in the domain D t [r]". All further mention of "the average of A" will be understood to mean this particular object in a domain of the form (14)- (15).
Domain dependence.
The notation "[r]" in (17) emphasizes the fact that the relation between A [r] and r is that of "domain dependence" of a functional, as opposed to a local point-wise dependence of the scalar function A. Understanding this difference is essential for the proper comprehension of this article, hence we provide a graphic illustration of it in figure 1 and a brief discussion in Appendix B.
Notation. In order to simplify notation, we will use for the integrals the convention: Likewise, we will simply use the symbol A , understanding it to mean A [r]. We will also omit expressing explicitly the time dependence of A, R, R and A . Unless specified otherwise, we assume henceforth that inside an integral symbol: (i) t is an arbitrary but constant parameter, (ii) all functions depend on x and (iii) R = ∂R/∂x.
The proper volume associated to the average A in the integration domain (14)- (15) is then
where the factor 4π comes from the integration of S 2 . Considering the proper volume V for any given η[r] as a function of the domain boundary r, its time and radial derivatives follow readily aṡ
where (19) follows from Θ = [ln(F −1 R 2 R )]˙and the commutation of ∂/∂t with the integrals in (17) . With the help from (17) and (19)- (20) , it is straightforward to verify that the average of any scalar function A complies with the following properties
Considering the properties of integration of the functional (17) (see Appendix B), averaged scalars satisfy
which allows for the definition of the covariance (22b) and variance (22c) moments of continuous random variables.
Auxiliary scalar functions.
It is extremely useful to introduce "auxiliary" scalar functions on the domains (14)- (15) with the same correspondence rule as the proper volume average (17) , but with pointwise dependence along any D. The relation between these functions and the functional (17) is illustrated by figure 1 (see also Appendix B). 
Notice, from figure 1 , that for every domain η[r 0 ] ⊂ η[r] of the foliation (14)- (15), we have A p = A only at the domain boundary x = r 0 , but A p = A for x = r 0 . Because of their local point-wise dependence, A p and A follow different integration rules. As a consequence, these functions cannot be regarded as averages, as they do not satisfy (22a)-(22c). See Appendix B for further discussion.
Quasi-local scalar functions.
Scalar functions similar to the auxiliary functions A p are needed for the purposes of this article. These objects are defined by means of a correspondence rule constructed by integrals similar to (17) (see [25] ). A F dV The QL map defines a QL volume analogous to the proper volume V in (18) and (19)-(20)
where we have used Θ = [ln(R 2 R )]˙and the commutation of the time derivative and the radial integral in (24) . The QL functions A * share with the functions A p the same point-wise dependence, and thus they behave under integration over D t [r] just as A p (see Appendix B).
Applying the QL map J * to the covariant scalars ρ, 3 R and Θ, and using (3)- (4) and (8) we obtain their QL duals
while, from (7) and (29), the scalars associated with the shear and electric Weyl tensors becomes expressible as fluctuation of the QL expansion and density:
This expression for Σ will be particularly useful to examine the back-reaction term Q in section 5. The scalar QL functions A * (r) comply with the following properties analogous to (21a)-(21c):
where we used in (31c) the the fact that:
4. Buchert's scalar averaging formalism: back-reaction and "effective" acceleration.
The idea behind Buchert's spatial averaging formalism is to apply the averager proper volume functional (17) to scalar evolution equations for covariant scalars in spacetimes under a suitable time splitting (see [7, 8] ). In particular, the scalar averager is applied to the Raychaudhuri and energy balance equations and to the Hamiltonian constraint. For the case of LTB models under consideration, and given the time slicing associated with the fluid flow decription, the formalism leads to applying (17) to both sides of the evolution equations evolution equations (11a) and (11b), and to the Hamiltonian constraint (13) . Using the time derivation rule (21a) and (22a)-(22c), we obtain the evolution laws for Θ and ρ and the Hamiltonian constraint
where the "effective" density and pressure are
and the kinematic "back-reaction" term, Q, is given by
where 6Σ 2 = σ ab σ ab follows from (7) . The integrability condition between (32), (34), (35), (36) and (37) is the following relation betweenQ and
which can be proven to hold exactly, after a very long algebraic manipulation involving the Hamiltonian constraint (13), the fluid flow equations (11a)-(11d) with Σ and E expressed as in (30), and using the derivative laws (21a), (31c) and the expressions for the covariance and variance momenta (22b) and (22c). Equations (32) clearly convey the motivation of Buchert's approach: by averaging these scalar evolution equations we get for a simple dust source averaged quantities, Θ and ρ , whose evolution mimics that of a source in which there is "effective" density and pressure, (35) and (36) , constructed from "back-reaction" terms that arise in the same averaging process. These terms could yield, in principle, a form of repulsive acceleration in (32) that arises simply from the averaging of inhomogeneities and not from an elusive source like dark energy.
From (35) and (36), the condition for an "effective" cosmic acceleration of a repulsive nature that could mimic dark energy is
so that, given a domain of the type (14)- (15) and ρ ≥ 0 holding everywhere, the necessary (but not sufficient) condition for (39) is
Therefore, once we find conditions (necessary or sufficient or both) for the fulfillment of (40), these will be necessary for (39) . We examine these conditions for the remaining of the article.
It is important to notice that both Q and A eff in (39) and (40) can be expressed as sign conditions on averages of a single scalar
with the scalars C and A given by
where we used (30) to express Σ in terms of Θ and Θ * .
Sufficient conditions for a non-negative back-reaction.
Conditions (41) and (42) have been examined on LTB models by means of approximations [16] or particular exact solutions [15, 17] . For a more general theoretical framework, it is practically evident that finding the general (necessary and sufficient) conditions for the fulfillment of these conditions cannot be done without resorting to numerical methods, as it requires evaluating average integrals of the type (17) for fully general metric functions, like R and R , which are known (at best) in implicit or parametric form from solving (3). However, if we are interested in finding sufficient conditions for (39)- (42), it is (fortunately) not necessary to compute the scalar averages by means of integrals like (17) . If what is needed is simply to find out the sign of an averaged quantity A in a given domain, we can obtain sufficient information on this sign simply by looking at the behavior of A point by point in the domain. Concretely, we will use the following property of integrable functions A defined in domains like (14)- (15):
though, it is important to mention that the converse is not true: we can have
. We will use the property (45) to examine sufficient conditions for (41), and then look at their implications for (42). Sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for (41) and (42) are given by
holding for all x ∈ η[r]. Notice that if we prove (46) and/or (47), then Q ≥ 0 and/or A eff ≥ 0 follow automatically from (45) as a corollary. Condition (46) can be rewritten as
which is an expression whose behavior (sign) must be examined for every domain of the form (14)- (15) . Notice that in order to examine the behavior of Θ for points inside η[r] we can use the fact that for every every
, where Θ p is the auxiliary function (23) dual to Θ (scalar function with same correspondence rule as Θ [r], see figure 1 ). Considering (21c) and (31c) applied to Θ
and inserting these expressions into (48) and rearranging terms, we can express this condition as
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with ϕ and ψ given by
where F p is the auxiliary function (23) dual to F, and we have used the relation
which follows directly from (17) and (23). Since we need to compare the values of V and V * in interior points x with those in the boundary of η[r] (for arbitrary η[r]), the auxiliary function F p , with the same correspondence rule as F , comes very handy (see figure 1 and Appendix B).
The fulfillment of (46) is now equivalent to that of (50), and it clearly depends on the signs of ϕ and ψ (besides the sign of Θ ) at all points in any domain along arbitrary 3 T (t). Since, by their definition, V(0) = V * (0) = 0 and F(0) = 1 and V, V * , F are non-negative, then from (54) we get
which shows that ψ(x, r) ≥ 0 in all η[r] and ψ can only change sign if R does. For the other function ϕ we get from (53)
which indicates that the signs of ϕ and ∂ x ϕ for 0 < x < r are not a priori determined and will depend on the sign of R and on the ratio
The following relations, taken from (17)- (21b), (24)- (26) and (31a)-(31b), will come very handy in the following sections
We remark that these properties are valid for every 3 T (t) and for all x ∈ η[r], and for F too. Also, even ifḞ = 0, the functions F p (and so F and F * ) involve V and V * and so are time dependent. However, while radial profiles of F p change from a given 3 T (t) to another one, these curves have common qualitative features that emerge from (58a)-(58b), hence we only need to examine one "typical" curve (in a "fiducial" 3 T (t)) to get a full picture of their behavior.
As revealed by equations (50)-(57b), the sign of Ψ basically depends on the sign of Θ , whereas the sign of Φ depends on the sign of the product Θ (x)ϕ(x, r), which requires more examination as it depends on both: the sign of Θ and the ratio F p (x)/F p (r) (which will depend as well in some cases on the signs F ). Since the sign of C depends on the sign of the product ΦΨ, we will need to obtain the conditions for both terms having the same sign.
Parabolic domains.
From the results outlined in the section, we have the following result for zero spatial curvature "parabolic" domains η[r] characterized by F = 1 everywhere [16, 17] Proposition 1: C = 0 holds in all regular parabolic domains η[r].
Proof. If F = 1 holds for all x ∈ η[r], equations (58a) and (58b) imply F p = 1. Hence, ϕ(x, r) in (53) vanishes identically in η[r], and so Φ and C also vanish.
Note.
It is important to remark that the converse of Proposition 1 is false: C = 0 holding in a given domain η[r] does not imply that the domain is parabolic. It is possible to obtain a vanishing ϕ for specific cases with F = 1. This possibility was overlooked in [16, 17] .
Turning values.
In order to examine the fulfillment of conditions (46) and (47) (or (50)), we will need to probe the radial profile of scalars, such as R, F, F p , Θ and the volumes V and V * , along domains in the hypersurfaces 3 T (t). Hence, the following definition is required Definition 5: Turning value (TV) of a scalar in η[r].
We will call a "turning value (TV) of A" the coordinate value r tv ∈ η[r] with r tv > 0 such that A (r tv ) = 0.
As a consequence of this definition, absence of a TV of A in a domain necessarily implies that its radial profile is monotonous in η[r]. We provide below the conditions for TV's of various scalars.
• TV of R Hypersurfaces 3 T (t) compatible with symmetry centers in LTB models can be homeomorphic to R 3 (one center) or S 3 (two centers). In the previous case there are no TV's of R, so that R > 0 holds along the whole 3 T (t) (see Appendix A). In the case of spherical topology, there is a TV of R, where R passes from positive to negative. This TV occurs under regular conditions, as opposed to a shell crossing where R = 0 occurs for coordinate values that are not a TV (see Appendix A). When there is TV of R, then
for all scalars A. However, the converse is not true: we can have A = 0 with R > 0 (TV of A that is not common to R).
• TV of F The sign of F 2 −1 along a domain or region determines the kinematic evolution of dust layers through the Friedman-like equation (3) . The negative of this function: 1 − F 2 , is also directly related to the spatial curvature through 3 R * , the QL dual of 3 R. From (24) and (27) we obtain
where we used (31a) and (31b) to eliminate 3 R * in terms of R , 3 R and 3 R * . These equations, together with the constrains given by regularity conditions (avoidance of shell crossings) provide the conditions for a TV of F (see Appendix A). These conditions imply that no TV's of F are possible for hyperbolic domains or models, while elliptic models or domains can exhibit TV's of F but this function and its gradients must also comply with the stringent constraints given by (84) and (85a)-(85c).
• TV of Θ The condition for a TV of Θ come directly from the constraint (12), which with the help of (30) we rewrite as
Since Θ * is related through (29) to M, F and R, it can be expressed also in terms of (second order) radial gradients of these functions. A similar condition can be obtained for the TV of ρ through (12) and (30) . Examples of LTB models with TV's of ρ and Θ are found in [35, 36] It is important to remark that the conditions for the existence of TV's for each of R, F and Θ are different, hence in general a given η[r] could exhibit either (or all of) these TV's in different coordinate values. In general, TVs of R and F will be marked by the same comoving radial coordinate in all 3 T (t), while the coordinate location of the TV's of Θ (and ρ) will change from one 3 T (t) to the other (except when there is a TV of R, as in this case it is a common TV for all scalars).
Hyperbolic domains and models.
Hyperbolic domains and models are characterized by F ≥ 1, with F = 1 and F = 0 at the center r = 0. Since regularity conditions [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] require R > 0 and F ≥ 0 to hold for the full regularity range, then it follows from (60a)-(60b) that 3 R ≤ 0 implies F ≥ 1 (and thus 3 R * ≤ 0). The converse is also true, since in order to keep F ≥ 0 the curvature 3 R in (60b) needs to be negative, as 3 R * /3 is already negative (by virtue of (60a)). Hence F > 1 and F > 0 for r > 0 imply negative 3 R, and so these domains or models are negatively curved locally and uniformly. Notice that once an initial negative curvature 3 R i is prescribed as an initial condition, the models evolve with 3 R < 0 for all 3 T (t) [24] .
Since regularity conditions prevent TV's of R and F, the only possible TV is that of Θ. Regularity conditions [22, 23] do not allow for a hyperbolic region (enclosing a center) to be surrounded by parabolic or elliptic "exteriors", then the existence of a regular hyperbolic η[r] necessarily implies a full hyperbolic model, with full asymptotic radial range, in which 3 R ≤ 0, F ≥ 1 and F ≥ 0 hold along all the 3 T (t). Therefore, if a domain η[r] of the form (15) is hyperbolic, this domain must necessarily be contained in a regular hyperbolic model. From (58a) and (58b), we have for all regular domains η[r]
where the equality above holds only for the center r = 0. Since (58a) and (58b) are valid for all 3 T (t) figure 2 ). The sign of Φ and Ψ in (51) and (52) depends then only on the sign of Θ .
Hyperbolic domains without TV's
Proposition 2: C ≥ 0 holds in all regular hyperbolic domains η[r] without a TV of Θ.
Proof. Since ϕ and ψ in (53) and (54) are both non-negative, then if Θ ≥ 0, we have Φ ≥ 0 and Ψ ≥ 0, and their product is non-negative. If Θ ≤ 0, then Φ ≤ 0 and Ψ ≤ 0 and their product C is non-negative.
Note. Proposition 2 becomes a domain independent result if regularity conditions are satisfied for all domains η[r]. In this case, C ≥ 0 (and consequently) Q ≥ 0 hold for all regular hyperbolic models with monotonical profile of Θ.
Hyperbolic domains with a TV of Θ.
If there is a TV of Θ, then the integrands of Φ and Ψ no longer have a determined sign. The fulfillment of C ≥ 0 becomes domain dependent. This situation is illustrated by figure 2, whose lower panel shows the profiles of Θ (x)ϕ(x, r) and Θ (x)ψ(x, r) when Θ changes sign in a given η[r]. We consider this case in the following
Proof. Let x = r tv mark the TV of Θ, so that r/r tv > 1. We consider the case in which Θ ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ r tv and Θ ≤ 0 for r tv ≤ x ≤ r (see bottom panel of figure 2 ). The case with opposite signs is analogous. For this configuration we can write (51) and 
For all such integrals, we can always find four positive real numbers {α, β, γ, δ} such that (see bottom panel of figure 2 ):
Given (63a)-(63b) and (64a)-(64b), it is straightforward to show that C = ΦΨ ≥ 0 holds for all domains η[r] such that
hold, while C = ΦΨ ≤ 0 holds for intermediary complementary values of r/r tv . The inequalities (65) provide the required values of r 1 and r 2 for the domains for any given Conditions for back reaction and "effective" acceleration in LTB dust solutions. 18
profile of Θ ϕ and Θ ψ for a single TV of Θ.
Note.
The most important implication of Proposition 3 is the fact that there is always positive back-reaction in the asymptotic radial range of any regular hyperbolic model. Notice that the magnitudes of {α, β, γ, δ} and the value of r tv follow from the radial profile of the chosen configuration, whereas r/r tv simply follows from the selected domain, and so it is arbitrary. Given any hyperbolic region, we can always select domains with r/r tv > 1 as large or small as required that fulfill Proposition 3. Awkward profiles given by very large ratios α/β or γ/δ in (65) only introduce an "intermediary" zone with negative C, but no matter how large is is this zone, we can always have C > 0 in the asymptotic range. This is so even if Θ has several TV's, as long as there is a clear asymptotic sign of Θ (the proof goes along the lines of that of Proposition 3). For whatever turn of the profile of Θ, there will always be domains η[r] characterized by sufficiently large proper radial length for which Q ≥ 0.
Elliptic domains and models.
Elliptic domains and models are characterized by 0 ≤ F ≤ 1, with F = 0 and F = 1 at a symmetry center. Regularity conditions [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] (see Appendix A) allow for TV's of R and F, but the constraint (84) must be satisfied. In general, elliptic domains have positive curvature 3 R ≥ 0, though it is possible to have 3 R < 0 in parts of elliptic domains with F < 1 (see figure 8 and section 9) . We examine separately domains in elliptic models whose 3 T (t) have "open" R 3 topology and those with "closed" S 3 spherical topology.
Elliptic models with open topology
In these models (assuming that the regularity constraint (84) holds) there is a full asymptotic radial range and R > 0 holds everywhere (no TV's of R). There are either no TV's, or TV's of Θ or F or both. 
everywhere in η[r]. Domains without TV can arise in the following situations:
• Near a symmetry center. Condition (66) will hold for all elliptic domains η[r] with r ≈ 0, since 3 R ≈ 3 R * , Θ ≈ 0 and F < 0.
• Curvature voids. From (60a)-(60b), condition (66) holds if we have
• Near homogeneous curvature. If curvature gradients 3 R , 3 R * are not large enough, then equations (31a)-(31b) imply 3 R ≈ 3 R * and condition (66) holds.
However, even in arbitrary elliptic regions or models with turning values of F, Θ and R, marked by (say) r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , all domains η[r] with r ≤ min(r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) will be domains without TV's. We have for all such domains:
where the equality above holds only for the center r = 0. Hence, F − F p ≤ 0 and F p is monotonically decreasing for all 3 T (t), just as the profiles shown in figure 1a . For all given η[r] and all 3 T (t) we have F p (x) > F p (r) for all x < r, and so (53) figure 3 ). As in the hyperbolic case, the sign of Φ and Ψ in (51) and (52) Note. Proposition 4 shows that elliptic domains complying with (66) have negative backreaction and so they exhibit an effective acceleration of an attractive (or "focussing") nature. Provided the regularity constraint (84) is satisfied, this result becomes domain independent in a given 3 T (t) if there are no TV's for all domains η[r] in it. However, it is extremely unlikely that this situation will hold for all the 3 T (t) in any elliptic model. Proof. We consider the same sign configuration for Θ as in Proposition 3. We use (63a)-(63b) and (64a)-(64b) to constrain Φ and Ψ, considering that now ϕ ≤ 0 (see figure  3) . We readily obtain that C = ΦΨ ≥ 0 holds for all domains η[r] such that
Given an arbitrary profile of Θ (with one TV), leading to arbitrary ratios α/β and γ/δ, condition (68) will always hold for elliptic domains in hypersurfaces 3 T (t) allowing for an asymptotic range (topology R 3 ), where the ratio r/r tv > 1 can be as large or small as required. The case with the 3 T (t) having closed topology is discussed in Proposition 8 and figure 6 ).
Note. Since elliptic domains allow for a collapse of initially expanding layers, in general, Θ for any fixed r will pass from ∞ (initial singularity) to −∞ (collapsing singularity), with a likely complex radial dependence pattern along the 3 T (t) at all times. Thus, even if we assume that there are no TV's of F or R, it is extremely likely that the 3 T (t) will exhibit at least a TV of Θ. Proposition 5 shows that such a TV introduces for some elliptic models with open topology (which satisfy (66)) an "intermediary" range in r with positive back-reaction, while back-reaction remains negative in the region around the center and also in the asymptotic range. As we show below, if there is a TV of F, then back-reaction can be positive in the full asymptotic region.
8.1.3.
Elliptic domains with TV's of F and Θ. We consider first the case when there is only a TV of F. As shown by (60a)-(60b), the necessary condition for a TV of F is 3 R * < 0, which (by virtue of (31a)-(31b)), implies a negative gradient 3 R . If the gradients 3 R and 3 R * are sufficiently large and negative (assuming regularity), then 3 R and 3 R * will be sufficiently different from each other (from (31a)-(31b)) to allow for a "critical value"
to occur, where r tv marks the TV of F. Hence, we have F < 0 (or 3 R > 3 R * /3) for 0 < r < r tv and F > 0 (or 3 R < 3 R * /3) for 0 < r < r tv . Considering (58a) and (58b), the profile of F p has the form illustrated by figure 4. Bearing in mind (53), there always exist y ∈ η[r] (in general = r tv ) in every η[r] and in every 3 T (t) such that
The TV of F has no effect on the sign of ψ, so the profiles of ϕ and ψ take the forms shown in the top panel of figure 5. The sign of C then depends only on the sign of Φ, whose integrand ϕ changes sign due to the presence of the TV of F.
However, it is important to remark that F and its gradients F cannot be arbitrary, as they are strongly constrained by regularity conditions (see equations (84) and (85a)-(85c) in Appendix A). If besides the TV of F there is a TV of Θ, then of course, the signs of Φ and Ψ also depend on the sign of Θ . All these cases are considered in the following Proposition 6: If there are TV's of F in an elliptic region, but without TV's of Θ or R, then domains η[r] exist for which C ≥ 0 holds for r ≥ a for some a > 0.
Proof.
We use an analogous construction as in (63a) and (64a) applied to ϕ and ψ displayed in the top panel of figure 5 . Since Ψ ≥ 0 and there is no TV's of Θ and R, we only need to deal with Φ. Considering the numbers α, β to constrain Φ for the sign change of ϕ at x = y (see figure 4) , it is straightforward to show that C ≥ 0 holds for all domains η[r] such that r y
where the ratio α/β depends on the profile of ϕ(x, r) and on the value y such that ϕ(y, r) = 0. As in the case dealt with in Proposition 5, it is always possible to satisfy a condition like (71), as there is a full asymptotic radial range afforded by the open topology of the 3 T (t) and so r/y can be as large as needed.
Proposition 7: If there are TV's of F and Θ in a regular elliptic region, but without a TV of R, then domains η[r] exist for which C ≥ 0 holds for 0 < r 1 ≤ r and r ≥ r 2 with r 1 < r 2 .
Proof.
If there is a TV of Θ marked by x = r tv (besides the TV of F), the effect is simply to make ψ change sign once (at the TV of Θ), with an extra sign change in Θ ϕ. This is illustrated by the lower panel of figure 5 . The detail of the demonstration is given in Appendix C, which provides r 1 and r 2 in terms of y/r tv and r/r tv for any given profiles of Θ ϕ and Θ ψ. As in previous Propositions, provided the regularity constraint (84) is satisfied, the fact that the 3 T (t) have open topology allows for ratios r/r tv and y/r tv as large or small as needed to fulfill C ≥ 0 (see Appendix C).
Note. The effect of TV's of F and Θ is to allow for positive back-reaction in the asymptotic range away from the center, in elliptic domains in which 3 R shows a sufficiently large decreasing gradient and when hypersurfaces 3 T (t) have topology R 3 . We emphasize again that F and F must comply with regularity conditions (see Appendix A). 
Elliptic models with closed topology: TV of R.
In this case the radial range is restricted by: 0 ≤ x ≤ r c , where x = r c marks the second symmetry center. If we mark the TV of R by x = r tv , then R > 0 for 0 ≤ x < r tv and R < 0 for r tv < x < r c . From (59), r tv is also a TV of F and Θ. The profiles of F and F p are shown in figure 6 . Notice that besides the common TV of R, F and Θ at x = r tv , there could be other TV's of F or Θ in locations r i = r tv . Also, depending on the combination of these TV's, all domains η[r] with 0 < r < r tv are analogous to either one of the domains examined in Propositions 4, 5, 6 and 7. In particular, all domains sufficiently close to the center will be domains without TV's and Proposition 4 fully applies to them. For domains in 0 < r < r tv containing TV's of F or Θ Propositions 6 or 7 apply, but the restricted radial range implies that conditions of the form (68), (71) or (90)-(91) could fail to hold (not to mention failure to comply with the regularity constraint (84), see Appendix A). Hence, when these domains are part of an elliptic model with closed topology, the wording of Propositions 5, 6 or 7 must be modified by stating that "regular domains complying with C ≥ 0 might exist". If we consider domains η[r] with r > r tv , we have a situation without analogue in elliptic models with open topology. Assuming that the only TV is that marked by r tv , we have then a common TV of F and Θ, which makes these domains analogous to those of Proposition 7. We examine this case in the following Proposition 8: If there is a TV of R at x = r tv in an elliptic model, without TV's in r = r tv , then domains η[r] with r > r tv might exist for which C ≥ 0 holds for 1 < r/r tv ≤ a 1 and r/r tv ≥ a 2 , for a 1 < a 2 .
Proof. Since the TV of R is the same as the TV of F and Θ, we have the profile of F and F p displayed in figure 6 and the same configuration as in Proposition 7 and illustrated in the bottom panel of figure 5 , with x = y marking the location of the sign change of ϕ and x = r tv marking the TV of Θ (common TV of R and F). The proof is identical to that of Proposition 7 (given in Appendix C), except that conditions (90)-(91) might not hold for all profiles of F or Θ.
Note. The fact that F and F p must change sign in elliptic models with closed topology (see figure 6 ) is very interesting, as it shows how the topology in itself induces the conditions for a possible existence of positive back-reaction in domains beyond the "equator" of the 3-sphere (x = r tv ). However, the conditions for C ≥ 0 are very restrictive, since y/r tv < 1 and r/r tv > 1 (proportional to finite proper lengths) cannot take arbitrary large values in a 3 T (t) with spherical topology. This is discussed in Appendix C. The verification of C ≥ 0 for elliptic models with closed topology needs to be dome in a case by case basis, as regularity conditions strongly constrain the profiles of F and F (see Appendix A), so it is practically impossible to make general statements applicable to all profiles and all 3 T (t). However, regular configurations should exist for which Q ≥ 0 holds, at least for some 3 T (t).
Collapsing regions in an expanding background.
The most interesting configurations that can be constructed with LTB models are perhaps those describing an inner elliptic region undergoing local collapse smoothly immersed in an expanding hyperbolic background. This type of model can be constructed in a single coordinate patch by choosing F ≤ 1 in a given radial range enclosing a center (the elliptic region), with F ≥ 1 in the remaining "external" range (the hyperbolic region). Another possibility is to have a "parabolic" exterior around the elliptic region, but this is a very artificial construction, since forcing F to take the constant value F = 1 in the full asymptotic range requires a very contrived radial profile of 3 R. We examine first the elliptic/hyperbolic case and then the elliptic/parabolic one.
x = r b

Elliptic region
Hyperbolic region 
t). Although each profile of
Fp is different for different 3 T (t), all share common features that emerge from properties (58a) and (58b) that are valid for all 3 T (t). All curves Fp intersect F when F p = 0 in a value x = y < r b (white circle to the left), and for all curves there is a value x = z > r b for which Fp = 1 (white circle to the right). Different types of domains η[r] in a elliptic/hyperbolic configuration are displayed in figure  9 . Figure 8 . Spatial curvature in an elliptic region surrounded by a hyperbolic exterior. The figure displays the radial profile of the spatial curvature 3 R and its QL dual 3 R * given by (27) . The function F is diplayed for comparison. In order to have positive 3 R near the center becoming negative at finite comoving coordinate values, there must be a sufficiently large negative gradient 3 R . In these conditions, 3 R ≤ 3 R * and the critical value (69) for a TV of F : 3 R = 3 R * /3 can be reached. At this value F = 0 and, as x increases, F increases until it reaches F = 1 at the boundary r = r b between the elliptic and hyperbolic regions. Notice that 3 R is already negative in areas inside the elliptic region where F < 1 holds.
Domains containing an elliptic interior with a hyperbolic exterior.
An LTB configuration involving an elliptic region surrounded by a hyperbolic exterior can be given in terms of F by
where r b marks the comoving boundary between the regions. We assume that there are no TV's of Θ and R, though F(0) = 1, and so F must necessarily have a TV in order to reach F(r b ) = 1 (besides the fact that F and F must comply in the elliptic region with regularity constraint (84), see Appendix A). We have a similar situation as in elliptic domains with a TV of F, except that now we can consider domains in which F > 1 for x > r b . The profiles of F(x) and F p (t, x) for various 3 T (t) are shown in figure 7 . From (58a)-(58b), which are valid for all 3 T (t), the profiles of F p in the elliptic/hyperbolic configuration are such that in every 3 T (t) we have F p = 0 when F = F p , and so F p < F and F p > 0 as x increases asymptotically (see figure 7) .
It is interesting to examine the behavior of the spatial curvature 3 R in "mixed" elliptic/hyperbolic regions of this type. Evidently, for positive curvature to become negative at a fixed comoving boundary, we must necessarily have a sufficiently large can be constructed, depending on the location of the domain boundary r (white circle). It is evident that domains of the type I comply with (67) and so are identical to elliptic domains without TV's (Proposition 4), those of the type III are comply with (62) and so behave as hyperbolic domains without TV's (Proposition 2), while domains of type II are identical to elliptic domains with a TV of F (Proposition 6). We can then identify three zones: an internal elliptic one (dark gray) and a hyperbolic external one (very light grey), with an intermediary transition zone. Notice that the boundary of the elliptic region x = r b lies in the intermediary zone. If there is a TV of Θ, we have the same situation, but then, depending on the location of the TV, either one of the domains I, II and III would be equivalent to one of those of Propositions 5, 7 and 3. 
I II
Elliptic domains without TV's Elliptic domains with a TV of F Figure 10 . Domains in an elliptic region enclosed by a parabolic exterior. The profile of F (x) is shown (thick curve) next to that of a Fp in a fiducial 3 T (t). As opposed to the hyperbolic exterior, in this case there is only two types of domains η[r] can be constructed: domains of the type I (elliptic domains without a TV), and domains of type II (elliptic domains with a TV of F Proposition 5). Comparing with figure 9, in this configuration the intermediary transition zone becomes the asymptotic zone. This configuration is equivalent (but more artificial and contrived) to an elliptic model in which 3 R → 0 and F → 1 asymptotically.
3 R < 0, which means that the critical value (69) is necessarily reached, as in elliptic domains with a TV of F. Since (from (27) and (60a)) a zero of 1 − F is a zero of the QL curvature 3 R * and for 3 R ≤ 0 we have
Hence, for values near r b (but < r b ) in the elliptic region (for which 1 − F 2 is still positive) the local curvature is already negative. This is an example showing that an elliptic region (1−F 2 > 0) does not necessarily imply that 3 R > 0 holds in every point, though 3 R > 0 in every point does imply 1 − F 2 > 0. This situation is illustrated by figure 8 . We prove now the following Proposition 9: In all regular LTB configurations made by a hyperbolic region surrounding an elliptic region containing a center, without a TV of R but with possible TV's of Θ, there are always domains η[r] with r > a for some a > 0 for which C ≥ 0 holds.
Proof.
We examine the sign of ϕ in (53) for F p whose profile is as shown in figure 7 . We consider first the case without a TV of Θ. Given the properties of the curves of F p in all 3 T (t), there will necessarily exist values y < r b and z > r b of the radial coordinate (see figure 7) , such that F(y) = F p (y) and F p (z) = 1 hold. It is evident that the relation between F p (x) and F p (r) in (53) for a mixed elliptic/hyperbolic configuration strongly depends on the choice of the domain boundary. We use figure 9 to illustrate how, given the curves of figure 7 , the sign of ϕ depends on the selected η[r]. Following figure 9 , it is evident that the elliptic/hyperbolic configuration allows for three types of possible domains η[r] and behaviors of ϕ in (53) along any 3 T (t):
I, 0 ≤ r < y :
II, y < r < z : ∃ y 1 ∈ η[r] such that :
III, r > z :
Hence, it is evident that C ≥ 0 holds for any domain η[r] with r ≥ z. Of course, z will be different for different 3 T (t), but given the fact that for all 3 T (t) we have F p > 0 for x > y, a value z > r b fulfilling the desired result always exists in every 3 T (t). The presence of a TV of Θ does not make a significant effect. If this TV occurs in domains along the inner or intermediary regions I and II: 0 < x < z, then its effect is the same as that discussed in proposition 7 and depicted in the bottom panel of figure  5 . In this case, C ≥ 0 holds (at least) in the more external part of η[r] and has no effect on the hyperbolic region III, since Θ would already be monotonous in III, and so Proposition 2 would apply. If the TV of Θ occurs in the external zone III x > z, then we have exactly the same situation as in Proposition 3, and thus, irrespectively of the profile of Θ, the result of this Proposition would apply: there always exist domains η[r] with r > z 1 > z for which C ≥ 0 holds. As commented in the proof of Proposition 3, the presence of several TV's of Θ would not alter the result as long as there is a clear asymptotic behavior of Θ .
Note. The main implication of Proposition 9 is that the determinant factor for C ≥ 0 is the existence of a regular hyperbolic exterior, with local features (TV's of Θ or the enclosed elliptic region) playing a very minor role. In other words, given the non-local nature of back-reaction, local features can always be "coarse grained" when averaging domains are sufficiently large. As shown in figure 9 , all domains of the form I are identical to elliptic domains without TV's, while all domains of the form III can be treated (as far as conditions for back-reaction are concerned) just like hyperbolic domains with or without TV's (of Θ). Intermediary domains of the form II are transitional, being practically identical to elliptic domains with a TV of F and Θ.
Notice that Proposition 9 is valid even if the internal elliptic region undergoes critical collapse conditions. If dust layers reach the collapsing singularity, then the 3 T (t) after some t will no longer be fully regular, becoming singular at the coordinates marking the singularity. The range η[r] would be necessarily restricted. However, as explained in Appendix A, the function F p remains regular and this development simply requires one to treat the involved integrals as improper integrals, so that Θ p , Θ * and other scalars are regular at all points save at the singularity locus.
Domains containing an elliptic interior with a parabolic exterior.
If instead of a hyperbolic exterior the elliptic region is surrounded by a parabolic exterior, we have
Assuming that F (r b ) = 0, the profiles of F and a typical F p at a given 3 T (t) are shown by figure 10 . It is evident that the replacement of the hyperbolic region by a parabolic one, simply removes the external zone (hyperbolic domains of type III) and keeps the intermediary zone (elliptic domains with a TV of F) all the way into the asymptotic range.
Proposition 10: In all regular LTB configurations made by a parabolic region surrounding an elliptic region containing a center, without a TV of R but with possible TV's of Θ, there are always domains η[r] with r > a for some a > 0 for which C ≥ 0 holds.
Proof.
Since the behavior of F and F p is qualitatively analogous to that of elliptic domains with TV's of F (and possibly Θ), the proof is afforded by Propositions 6 and 7.
Note It is evident that the elliptic/parabolic configuration is qualitatively analogous to an elliptic model with the 3 T (t) having topology R 3 and spatial curvature decreasing ( 3 R < 0) and 3 R → 0 asymptotically. However, the assumption of the parabolic exterior (F = 1 for x ≥ r b ) makes it much more artificial and contrived. The most interesting result is the fact that back-reaction can be positive in regular parabolic domains or regions only is they do not contain a symmetry center.
From positive back-reaction to an effective acceleration.
We have considered so far sufficient conditions for Q ≥ 0, which are necessary for an effective acceleration A eff ≥ 0 of a repulsive nature. We examine now if the former can fulfill the latter. Bearing in mind (44), (45) and (47), we need to find conditions fulfilling
Hence, we need look at the behavior of C in the radial direction for those models, domains and regions which we have proved to be compatible with C ≥ 0. For this purpose it is necessary to compute the radial derivative of C(r) for arbitrary domains η[r]. After a lengthy calculation using the properties (21c), (31b), (58a)-(58b) and rearranging terms, we obtain
where all quantities and derivatives are evaluated at x = r and we used the fact that Θ p (r) = Θ [r] and F p (r) = F [r] for any domain η [r] . Since the first term in the right hand side of (77) is non-negative, any change of sign would come from the second term, which can be rewritten as
where ϕ is defined by (53). Considering the fact that (76) involves the mass-energy density ρ, we need to make assumptions on its radial profile in order to test this condition. Given the sign of C that follows from the term (78) and these assumptions, we prove the following Proposition 11: Domains always exist for which A ≥ 0 in every regular LTB model whose asymptotic radial range is hyperbolic (negative spatial curvature) and energy density vanishes asymptotically in this range. Proof. Regular elliptic LTB models whose 3 T (t) have topology R 3 and 3 R > 0, but complying with (69) and the regularity condition (84) (see Appendix A), and with 3 R < 0 holding in the asymptotic range, must necessarily exhibit a TV of F (see Propositions 6 and 7). For every η[r] there exist x = y such that F >, F p > 0 and ϕ > 0 hold for x > y. The same situation occurs if there is a TV of Θ. As we proved in Propositions 6 and 7, when there is a radial asymptotic range, there are always domains η[r] with r ≥ a where that the signs of Φ and Ψ are the same, and are determined by the sign of Θ in the range y ≤ x ≤ r because ϕ ≥ 0 in this range. Therefore, the term (78) is non-negative and we have C > 0 for all η[r] with r > a (C = 0 only for r = 0). As in the previous proposition, a monotonically increasing C together with a monotonically decreasing ρ with ρ → 0 asymptotically imply the existence of domains for which A > 0 holds. Note Propositions 11 and 12 are the most important results of this article, as they provide, in full analytic form, sufficient conditions for the existence of an effective repulsive acceleration in specific sub-classes of LTB models in the context of Buchert's averaging formalism. However, while A > 0 is compatible with both hyperbolic and certain elliptic models or regions, the conditions for A > 0 are far less restrictive for the former than for the latter (notice that regularity conditions on F and F are much more stringent on elliptic models, see Appendix A). We discuss this point in the following section.
The case of an elliptic region with a parabolic exterior is practically identical to that of elliptic models with 3 R → 0 (Proposition 12), even if for this configuration we have, necessarily, 3 R < 0 in the asymptotic range because as F → 1 we have 3 R * → 0, but 3 R < 3 R * (see figure 8 ).
11. Final discussion and conclusion.
We have provided in this article a fully comprehensive discussion of the back-reaction term Q for LTB models in the context of Buchert's averaging formalism. All possible regular configurations were examined in twelve propositions that where rigorously proven for parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic domains, regions and models, and for turning values (TV') of Θ, F and R along hypersurfaces 3 T (t). A summary of the conditions for Q ≥ 0 is provided in Table 1 .
The form of C for all domains η[r] leads to a determined sign of Q for parabolic (Q = 0) and for hyperbolic (Q ≥ 0) or elliptic (Q ≤ 0) models without TV's. In all other configurations, the sufficient conditions for the occurrence of Q ≥ 0 depend on the selected domain η[r], though as we have mentioned in previous sections, these conditions are less restrictive for hyperbolic domains (Propositions 2 and 3), very restrictive for elliptic models whose 3 T (t) have spherical topology (TV of R, Proposition 8), with an intermediary situation for elliptic models with TV's of F and Θ (Propositions 5, 6 and 7).
An important point that clearly emerges in the proofs of the Propositions is the fact that the determinant factor that influences the sign of C (and so the sign of Q) is the asymptotic behavior in the radial range of F p (or equivalently F ) in arbitrary domains. However, F is an invariant scalar in LTB models [25] and F p is just the scalar function associated to its average. A covariant characterization of F (valid for spherical symmetry) has been proposed in [25] in terms of the comparison between the quasi-local (QL) or "effective" mass-energy function M * (the function M in (3)- (4)) and the proper mass-energy M p function:
where κ = 8πG/c 2 . A binding energy integral function can be defined as
In fact, by means of the functional associated with (80) and bearing in mind that B(r)V(r) = B[r]V(r) for x = r in each η[r], we obtain
which relates B with the average binding energy density and can be used to characterize the binding energy for arbitrary domains in LTB models. By using (80) and (81), all statements about a given asymptotic behavior of F p favoring Q ≥ 0 and A eff ≥ 0 can be given as statements on the asymptotic behavior of the sign of the binding energy B in different domains: fulfillment of condition Q ≥ 0 is then compatible with domains with, either positive binding energy (hyperbolic models F ≥ 1), or with negative binding energy (elliptic domains 0 ≤ F ≤ 1) for which there is a full asymptotic radial range (open topology) and the gradient B is positive with B → 0 asymptotically (and off course, regularity condition (84) is satisfied). Though, configurations with B > 0 (hyperbolic) are much less restrictive than those with B < 0 (elliptic) for an effective acceleration of a repulsive nature. By expressing the obtained results of the article in terms of a binding energy associated with the proper and quasilocal energies, as in (80) and (81), we provide a specific theoretical context and useful guidelines to actually test the proposals of Wiltshire [30] on explanation of cosmic acceleration without dark energy.
Also, besides the binding energy function (80) and functional (81), conditions for Q ≥ 0 can be stated in terms of the spatial curvature 3 R and its average ( 3 R or 3 R p ) and QL dual ( 3 R * ). As we have discussed in several parts of the article (for example, see equations (60a)-(60b) in section 6), the radial profiles of F and F p are closely related to the spatial curvature 3 R and its gradients 3 R . Hence, statements about a given asymptotic behavior of F p favoring Q ≥ 0 can also be given as statements on the asymptotic behavior of 3 R in specific domains. Thus, fulfillment of A eff ≥ 0 strongly favors domains with asymptotically negative spatial curvature (hyperbolic models), but it is also compatible with domains in regular models with positive curvature (elliptic) that comply with (84), allow a full asymptotic range (open topology) and exhibit sufficiently large negative gradients 3 R < 0 so that 3 R → 0 asymptotically. It is evident that the results of the article are closely connected to the sign and profile of the spatial curvature, a fact that fits very well with the dynamical importance of negative curvature associated with the presence of large cosmic voids in the pattern of cosmic large scale structure [37] .
As shown in the elliptic region with a hyperbolic exterior discussed in section 9 and illustrated by figure 9, a local feature (like the elliptic region or a TV of Θ) has no effect on the occurrence of C ≥ 0, as long as we select domains that lie sufficiently far away from the center, not only in the hyperbolic region, but even in the transition zone still inside the elliptic region (see figure 9 ). This dominance of the asymptotic behavior is expected, as back-reaction is a non-local effect, and so local features can always be "coarse grained", even if they exhibit critical conditions like a collapsing singularity in the elliptic region.
Although domains for which C > 0 and C > 0 hold will always exist in elliptic models in which 3 R < 0 in the asymptotic radial range, it is likely that the resulting Q in these cases could be of a small magnitude. This follows from the fact that Θ ϕ, the integrand of Φ, is likely to be a small quantity in the asymptotic radial range. If we look at the profile of F p displayed by figure 4: as r/y 1, we have F → 1 but F < 1 for all x. Since F p < F, then F p → 1 (asymptotically small curvature). But then, F p (x) ≈ F p (r) ≈ 1, which makes ϕ in (53) close to zero for a long asymptotic radial range (and notice that F and F are strongly constrained by (84)). Likewise, Θ should tend asymptotically to a constant value, and so Θ (of either sign) should be close to zero as well, which clearly indicates a small positive Φ. We have the same situation for parabolic exteriors of elliptic regions (see figure 10 ). Yet, even if the resulting C > 0 is small in these cases, as long as ρ → 0 in this range, then there must be domains in the asymptotic range for which Q overtakes ρ and an effective acceleration occurs, but given the conditions for this, ρ and ρ must necessarily and strictly tend to zero.
In comparison, F p is not restricted to remain below F p = 1 in the asymptotic range of hyperbolic domains or regions (see figures 7 and 9), and so this function can reach much larger values than in the elliptic regions. Hence, the integrand of Φ is much less restricted than in elliptic domains (also by regularity conditions, see Appendix A), and so there is higher likelihood that Φ (and thus C) can reach larger values. The implication is that fulfillment of C > 0 and C > 0 in hyperbolic models is likely to provide a back-reaction Q that is sufficiently large for A > 0 to hold for density profiles that are not too restrictive. Still, the only case in which a definite general analytic statement on A > 0 can be made is that of Proposition 11, when ρ → 0. However, this effective acceleration might occur under more relaxed conditions, like ρ < 0 even if ρ does not tend to zero asymptotically. In fact, if Q is sufficiently large due to C > 0, then an effective acceleration can even occur in density void profiles with ρ > 0. As far as the results of this article are concerned, there is no reason to favor a density void profile over a clump, but the compatibility between A > 0 and specific assumptions on the density must be examined for specific models, likely with numerical methods.
Besides providing theoretical and contextual support to various alternative proposals to dark energy paradigm [30, 37] , this article can also be useful in aiding and theoretically assessing the necessary numerical work involved in using the most "realistic" possible LTB models to calculate the observational effects of back-reaction and effective accelerations [38] . As a complement to this work, and even without looking at strictly realistic models, it is necessary to test numerically how large can the effective acceleration that we have shown here to exist. Another line for future work is to extend the results presented here to the more general Szekeres models [19, 39] . These tasks are being undertaken in separate continuing articles.
From (43), (48), (77) and the equations above, it is evident that C(0) = C (0) = 0, and so back-reaction vanishes at the center. Regarding the effective acceleration, we have from (44): A(0) = −(κ/2)ρ(0) < 0, hence there is a nonzero effective acceleration of an attractive nature in all domains sufficiently closed to a center in all LTB models for which ρ(0) > 0.
Notice that a central singularity is also associated with R = 0, but its coordinate locus is not a comoving worldline.
Regularity at a TV of R
Hypersurfaces
3 T (t) with spherical S 3 topology have a second symmetry center, r = r c , and a TV of R, so that R > 0 for 0 < r < r tv and R < 0 for r tv < r < r c . The following relations hold at r = r tv : M (r tv ) = F (r tv ) = 0, F(r tv ) = 0 [21, 22, 23, 24] .
Shell crossing singularities.
There is a "shell-crossing" singularity if R (t, r) = 0 for coordinates not associated with a TV of R. Thus, an important regularity condition is that [20, 22, 23, 24] R (t, r) > 0,
holds with R = 0 occuring (regularly) only at a TV of R (in models whose 3 T (t) have spherical topology).
Necessary and sufficient conditions to avoid shell crossing singularities can be given in full analytic form. This is done in [20, 22, 23] in terms of the free functions associated with (3) and using the function E related to F by F = [1 + E] 1/2 , while in [24] it is done on initial conditions specified on a fiducial 3 T (t i ), and using K defined by F = [1 − K] 1/2 . We note that these conditions necessarily prevent TV's of F in hyperbolic models (see equation (22) of [23] ). While these regularity conditions allow for a TV of F in elliptic models, the gradients F are strongly constrained, as shown by equation (23) of [23] and equation (76) of [24] . It is useful to rewrite the latter equation in terms of F and its gradients, M and its gradients and 
As a consequence, these functions cannot be regarded as averages, as they do not satisfy (22a)-(22c). However, since differentiation is a local operation, the functions A p identically satisfy the same derivative rules as A . Thus, equations (21a)-(21b) hold identically with A replaced by A p , while (21c) is simply rewriting the correspondence rule as an integral "by parts", and so it also holds for A p as long as the function is evaluated in x = r. The QL functions defined by (24) are also local scalar functions, as A p , and thus they also comply with the integration rule (87). The back-reaction term Q in (41) involves averaging over C in (43), which contains the terms (Θ − Θ ) 2 and (Θ − Θ * ) 2 . As C is averaged (integrated) to obtain Q, the average Θ in the first term must be integrated as in (86), while Θ * in the second term must be integrated as in (87). Moreover, if we are looking at sufficient conditions for Q ≥ 0, it is sufficient to find the sign of C before it is integrated. For this purpose, we can use the fact that Θ [r] = Θ p (r) for every η[r] and work with the local function Θ p .
Appendix C: Proofs of Propositions 7 and 8
Proposition 7.
Consider an elliptic domain with a TV of F and a TV of Θ (but not of R). The profiles of Θ ϕ and Θ ψ for this configuration are those displayed in the bottom panel of figure 5 
which provides the values of the real numbers r 1 and r 2 .
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Proof of Proposition 8
The domains considered are identical to those of Proposition 7, except that the domain boundary must now lie beyond the "equator" of the 3-sphere (the location of the common TV of R and Θ, see figure 6 ). Hence, we must add the condidition r/r tv > 1, which implies that the numbers inside the set brackets in (90) and (91) must also be greater than unity. This implies in turn the constraint β α > y/r tv 1 − y/r tv ,
but we also have 0 < y/r tv < 1 and 1 ≤ r/r tv < r c /r tv , as there is a second center at x = r c so that r/r tv cannot take arbitrary large values. It is evident that (92) will fail to hold for many possible configurations, making (90) impossible to hold, while r/r tv might not be large enough for satisfying (91). And the situation would likely change from one 3 T (t) to the other. These conditions must be verified in a case by case basis (together with fulfillment of (84)), as it is practically impossible to make general statements.
